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The total probabilities for leptonic decays of hyperons with emission of a pion, Y- N ( Y') 
+ l + v + 1r, ( l denotes an electron or /J. meson) are estimated in the case of the simplest 
matrix element of the universal V-A interaction for one of the possible perturbation theory 
diagrams. 

IN view of the successes of the universal theory 
of weak interactions1 it is of interest to study the
oretically leptonic decays of hyperons. The prob
ability of such decays was first obtained by Behr
ends and Fronsdal2 and Feynman and Gell-Mann, 1 

and the energy spectra and angular distributions by 
Shekhter;3•4 experimentally a few events of leptonic 
hyperon decays were observed. 5 

In this work we consider hyperon decay proc
esses of the type 

Y ~ N (Y') + l + v + rc, 

where in addition to leptons a pion is emitted: 
A0 ~ n + z- +~ + rc+, A0 ~ p + z- +;+reo; 
I;--+ n + ~-+ ; + reO, I;--+ p + ~- + :; + It-, 

I;+~ p + z- +:; + rc+; s-~ AO + z- +;+reO, 
S0~A0 + z- +~ + rc+ 

(1) 

[the letters and subscripts Y, N, 1r, l (!J., e), v 
refer here and in the following to hyperons, nucle
ons, pions, charged leptons (!J. meson, electron), 
and neutrinos ] . All these decays are described 
(see Okun' 6 ) by the universal weak interaction 
Hamiltonian 

Hinc= (G;V2) (~Nia (1 +is) cpy) (~1i. (1 + rs) cj>J (2) 

(we consider the case Cv = - CA = G/{2 ). In the 
absence of a consistent theory of strong interactions 
we use for the description of process (1) a phenom
enological matrix element. The invariant matrix 
element for the strongly interacting particles in 
this process contains eight unknown scalar func
tions of the invariants constructed out of the four
momenta of the various interacting particles and 
can be written as 

M~ = f1icx + f2 (i.k- ki.) + fakcx + f4Prrcx 

+ gli•is + g2 (iak- kia) is+ gako.is + g4Prra"(s, (3) 

where k = Pl + p 11 , p being the four-momentum of 

y 

lJ 

l 

N 

the particle in question. We make use of one of 
the possible perturbation theory diagrams (see 
figure) to estimate the probability of the decay (1); 
the weak interaction acts at the point 0 and the 
loop represents the virtual strong interactions. 

Since it is not possible at this time to deter
mine the unknown functions f and g we consider 
the simplest case obtained by taking f1 = g1 = 1 
and fi, gi = 0 (i = 2, 3, 4), the matrix element 
for the decay (1) becomes 

M = G (;,;- _g- 1 ( 1 ) ,r. ) 
. !2n;)syz 't'Nis V4n;£rr PN + Prr- mN +is ia'f'Y 

(4) 

where g is the strong interaction coupling con
stant ( g2 I 47r = 14 ) . E and m are the total energy 
and mass of the particle and we use the system of 
units in which n = c = 1. 

The decay probability is calculated from the 
usual formula 

W = (2rcr8 ~ (/ M /2) d3pNd3prrd3ptd3p,o (py- PN- Prr- p,-p,); 

where we make use of the method of Dalitz 7 (see 
also Okun' and Shebalin8 ) to reduce the integration 
over d3pN, d3p7r, d3pz, d3p 11 to the invariant in
tegration over d4Q*, d4R* (Q* = Pl + Pv• R* 
= Pl - p 11 ) followed by the integration over d4Q, 
d4R (Q=pN+p7r, R=pN-P7r). 

Neglecting the electron mass in comparison with 
the masses of all other particles and assuming that 
the condition ~/my« 1 is satisfied, where ~ 
=my- (mN + m7r), we find for the decays (1) 
with the emission of an electron or IJ. meson re
spectively the following expressions for the total 
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Decay 't'. sec 
e 't'lL, sec 10' T~h. sec 10' Sh 't'IJ. ,.sec fQ1Cl 't', sec 

AO-->p + [- + ';;' + "o 29 - 1.7 10.6 2.4 
A0-->n + 1- + ';;' + "+ 76 - 2.4 
:E--->n + 1- +';;' + "o 0.48 3.15 0.3 0.7 1.7 
:E--p + [- +-;; + 1t- 0.57 0.79 1.7 
'L+-->p + [- +-; + 1t~ o:77 0.93 0.8 
g-__,AO + [- +7; + "o 0.0033 - 0.8 3.1 -10 
go_,AO + [- + ';;' + "+ 0.0051 - -10 

probabilities:* 

W ~ 27Q2 (g2j47t) ( mN )'/, vrn: fl"lz 
~ 1·3·5·7 ·9·11·13"5 2my (my+mN-tl/2)(1-A;2my)'I•(I+A/2m"f' 

hyperon lifetimes r~h and rSh referring to the 
normal leptonic decays and t~en from Shekhter. 4 

The lifetimes Te, TI-t for the cascade hyperon 
were calculated from Eqs. (5) and (6) with the nu
cleon mass replaced by the mass of the lambda 
particle; the crossed out entries refer to reactions 
energetically forbidden. 

(5) 

W ~ Q2 (g2j4")( mN )'I• vm,; V A/2 + 3m"/2 K6 
~ 27·37t4 2my (my+ mN- o/2) (1- oj2my)'lz(1 + oj2m")2' 

where 

- ~ ms (I - !!.* )] 
3 " 2 V tlm" ' 

D.· = my- (mN + m" + m"') = D. - mp., 

o=mv- mN- m, + m"' = f:J.+m!J.. 

(6) 

It follows from a comparison of theory and ex
periment for hyperon leptonic decays (see Shekh
ter4 ) that the effective weak interactions coupling 
constant is approximately an order of magnitude 
smaller than its usual value G = 10-5/m~ (mp
mass of the proton). This fact may be due to are
normalization of the Cy and C A coupling con
stants due to the strong interactions. Following 
Shekhter4 we take G = 10-6/m~. The table shows 
the hyperon lifetimes Te and TI-t, corresponding 
to electron and 1-' -meson decays with the emission 
of a pion, as calculated from Eqs. (5) and (6) using 
the above value for the coupling constant. For pur
poses of comparison we also list in the table the 

*It should be noted that the transition to the limit m71 = 0 
is not allowed in Eqs. (5) and (6), since they were derived on 
the assumption 2m71 » /i or li*. 

The author is sincerely grateful to L. B. Okun' 
for supervising this research and to I. G. Ivanter 
and K. A. Ter-Martirosyan for useful discussions. 
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